
Who’s Who in HORROR IN THE AIR
ERNEST CHAPPELL (Quiet Please) began his broadcasting career at
Syracuse’s WFBI. His deep tones introduced Orson Welles’ Campbell
Playhouse broadcasts and Edward R. Murrow’s wartime newscasts, and
Chappell also served as Pall Mall’s commercial spokesman for 17 years.
WYLLIS COOPER (Lights Out and Quiet Please) created radio’s premier
horror series, and later wrote the screenplay for the classic 1939 horror film
Son of Frankenstein, several Mr. Moto movies and the final season of
Orson Welles’ Campbell Playhouse. Cooper returned to radio in 1947 to
create the critially-acclaimed Quiet Please.
WALTER GIBSON (Strange) was one of the most prolific authors of the
20th Century. The creator of The Shadow authored some 30 million words
during his long career, including 283 Shadow novels, 300 syndicated
newspaper features, more than 500 magazine stories and articles, hundreds
of radio and comic scripts, and dozens of books on the occult and psychic
phenomena. A ghost-writer and publicist for such famous magicians as
Houdini, Blackstone and Thurston, Gibson made his radio debut over
Philadelphia’s WIP in 1923, and later plotted many popular radio series
including Nick Carter–Master Detective, Chick Carter, The Adventures of
Frank Merriwell, The Avenger and Blackstone, Magic Detective.
RAYMOND EDWARD JOHNSON (Inner Sanctum) began his career in
Chicago radio where he voiced a variety of character roles on Lights Out.
After moving to New York, he was heard in dozens of series including
Crime Club and Arch Oboler’s Plays. Though he voiced the title roles
on Mandrake the Magician and briefly Mr. District Attorney, he is best
remembered as the sinister Raymond, the original host of Inner Sanctum.
BORIS KARLOFF (Inner Sanctum) became the brand name in cinematic
horror with his star-making performance as the monster in James Whale’s
classic 1931 film Frankenstein. One of Hollywood’s most beloved actors,
Karloff went on to star onscreen as The Mummy and Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde (opposite Abbott & Costello), and also maintained a busy second
career on Broadway (where he starred in Arsenic and Old Lace and as Captain
Hook in Peter Pan) and television (as host of Thriller). Karloff was a frequent
guest star on Lights Out and Inner Sanctum, and also hosted his own radio
series Boris Karloff’s Treasure Chest and Radio Reader’s Digest.
PETER LORRE (Inner Sanctum) hosted ABC’s Mystery in the Air,
Mutual’s Nightmare Theatre andArmed Forces Radio’s Mystery Playhouse.
One of Hollywood’s foremost character actors, Lorre co-starred in such
cinema classics as The Maltese Falcon, Casablanca and Three Strangers.
PAUL McGRATH (Inner Sanctum) performed in more than 30 Broadway
plays, co-starring with Helen Hayes, Gertrude Lawrence, George M. Cohan,
John Garfield, Ginger Rogers and Ruth Gordon. He also voiced the title
role on radio’s Crime Doctor, and later reprised his most-famous radio role
in the 1950’s Inner Sanctum television series. AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY BY ANTHONY TOLLIN
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True but STRANGE … Tales of Ghosts,
of Spirits, Werewolves and Voodoo …

Radio drama was fading away in 1955 whenABC launched Strange, a short-
lived thriller that aired from May 30 through October 28. While other radio
mystery series featured sinister hosts echoing The Shadow’s early narrations,
Strange went one better and was actually hosted by the creator of The
Shadow: Walter Gibson, “famous author, lecturer and expert on strange and
weird events.” After pounding out 283 novels for The Shadow Magazine,
Gibson had returned to non-fiction, writing numerous books and articles
on true crime, psychic phenomenon and the occult. Strange “had to do
with supposed psychic occurrences,” Gibson explained to interviewer Will
Murray in 1977. “It was wonderful; I would send in an outline, play up the
stories, send it in and let the script department break it down because I had
to be in as the narrator, no less.” Gibson later adapted many of the Strange
radio scripts as short stories in his hardcover books The Twilight Zone
(1963) and The Twilight Zone Revisited (1964).
Listen now to 22 classic tales of radio horror. I suggest you listen with
the lights turned low, or better yet with … Lights Out!

CD-8A – STRANGE 1955: “The Ghost Train”
– Hal Holbrook (in a rare radio performance) and
Mary Patten enact a Connecticut urban legend of
a beautiful girl and a ghostly locomotive that
haunt the Christmas season. Holbrook made his
broadcasting debut on ABC’s Army Engineer Show
in 1946, and performed on the daytime serial The
Brighter Day before achieving his greatest fame
playing the title role in Mark Twain Tonight.

CD 8B – THE HERMIT’S CAVE 1930s:
“Buried Alive” – A nurse begins working for
a strange family which refuses to inform one of
its members of the recent death of his wife, in
a performance by “The Mummers,” Detroit’s
“Little Theatre of the Air” acting troupe.
CD 8C – THE HERMIT’S CAVE 1930s: “It
Happened on Sunday” - A wealthy artist is visited
each year by the spirit of his deceased wife.

Hal Holbrock
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Horror in the Air
The Golden Age of Radio was also a golden age of horror, as brilliant
creators like Wyllis Cooper, Arch Oboler and Himan Brown utilized the
magic of radio’s legendary “Theatre of the Mind” in ways never before
imagined. Programs like Lights Out, Inner Sanctum and The Hermit’s Cave
were audience favorites, spawning a host of imitators including Murder at
Midnight, Dark Fantasy, The Weird Circle, Hall of Fantasy, Strange and
the critically-acclaimed Quiet Please. The sounds of Horror in the Air
terrified radio listeners for decades, voiced by such legendary actors as
Boris Karloff, Peter Lorre, Raymond Edward Johnson and Hal Holbrook
“Horror on the air can be more chilling than horror placed in any other
medium because the air is the natural element of horror,” Boris Karloff
explained in a 1936 interview. “All sheerest horror is in sound … and so
the radio, the invisible ether, is undoubtedly the best medium for giving
real horror thrills. For when we can see a thing, no matter how misshapen
and hideous the thing may be, we know the worst of it … But the unseen,
the ghastly scream out of nowhere, the cry in the dark … if we do not
know, through our eyes, what bodies these sounds wear, we are helpless
and being helpless, a thousand times more terrified.”

Boris Karloff
performs alongside
Inner Sanctum
host Raymond

Edward Johnson.
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The Spawn of Wyllis Cooper
Radio horror came into its own with the arrival of.
Lights Out, which debuted New Year’s Day, 1934
in a late-night 15-minute format over Chicago’s
WNER. Broadcasting’s premier horror series
moved onto the NBC network on April 17, 1935
and revolutionized radio horror over the next
decade. The legendary series was created by
writer/director Wyllis Cooper, a 36-year-old staffer
at NBC’s Chicago studios.
Cooper departed for Hollywood in 1936 where he
eventually wrote the screenplay for Boris Karloff’s
1939 film Son of Frankenstein. He was succeeded
by Arch Oboler, a brilliant writer/director who
would soon become a radio legend. While Cooper
had pioneered the use of macabre storylines and
haunting sound effects, Oboler gravitated towards
psychological studies and perfected “stream of consciousness” storytelling
in radio. “I didn’t write about little men arriving from another planet,
monsters with dripping talons and grotesque faces,” he insisted. “I wrote
about the terror we have in us. The woman who let us down, the man who
left us, the boss we hated, the opportunity that we all missed, all the terrors,
the monsters within each of us.”

CD-1A – QUIET PLEASE 2/16/48: "Whence You
Came" – An archeologist (Ernest Chappell) discovers
more than he was looking for, in a tale of a hauntingly-
beautiful woman and ancient Egyptian deities.
CD-1B – QUIET PLEASE 8/19/48: "The Thing on the
Fourble Board" – Oil riggers discover a million-year-old
ring and finger buried a mile underground, but its original
owner (Cecil Roy) wants them back.

CD-2A – LIGHTS OUT 7/16/47: "Death Robbery" – A
scientist (Boris Karloff) wants to bring his wife (Lurene
Tuttle) back to life in the worst way -- and does!
CD-2B – LIGHTS OUT 8/24/46: "The Signalman" by
Charles Dickens – Boris Aplon, Norman Ohmstead and
Herb Butterfield star in an adaptation of Dicken’s classic
story, the final broadcast of Lights Out’s 1946 summer series
CD-2C – STRANGE 1955: “Greenwood Acres” – Love
survives the ages in the tale of a soldier (Court Benson), a
beautiful girl (Alice Frost) and a strange Civil War mansion.

Wyllis Cooper

Ernest Chappell

Terror from the Pulpit
Murder at Midnight aired September 16, 1946 through September 8, 1947 and
was rerun during the summer of 1950, often presenting scripts previously
aired on Inner Sanctum and Suspense. The ominous tones that opened the
syndicated series were voiced by Raymond Morgan, a Long Island minister
who had left his pulpit for a career in broadcasting. The former clergyman
began his broadcasting career at the Office of War Information, serving as
an announcer for Radio Free Europe, and later announced such popular
radio series as We the People, Counterspy, and Gangbusters, as well as
television’s Toast of the Town (starring Ed Sullivan), Studio One, Kraft
Music Hall and The Ted Mack Original Amateur Hour.

The Return of Wyllis Cooper
Lights Out returned to the airwaves in 1945, utilizing earlier scripts by its
creator. Two years later Wyllis Cooper achieved even greater creative
heights with Quiet Please, a series that replaced the melodramatic over-acting
of earlier series with a quiet, underplayed sense of foreboding. Cooper’s
radio work was long overshadowed by his Lights Out successor,Arch Oboler.
However, as more episodes of Quiet Please have been unearthed, Cooper’s
reputation has steadily risen and he is now recognized as one of radio’s
finest dramatists. “Wyllis Cooper was one of the most imaginative, creative
writers that radio ever had,” insisted actor Lon Clark. “His work ranks
among the very best shows I ever worked on during my years in radio.”

CD-6ADARK FANTASY 12/5/41: “The Demon
Tree” – Tourists encounter a legendary killer tree.
CD-6B – DARK FANTASY 2/27/42: “Spawn of
the Subhuman” –An opera soprano’s flight plan is
changed when she is kidnapped by a talking gorilla.
CD-6C – DARK FANTASY 3/20/42:
“Pennsylvania Turnpike” – A tortured spirit
seeks a reunion with a redheaded stranger. Why?
CD-7A – MURDER AT MIDNIGHT 12/30/46:
“The Kaballah” - A college professor inherits an
ancient scroll that can foretell the future.
CD-7B – MURDER AT MIDNIGHT 1/13/47:
“The House that Time Forgot” - A couple
purchases a house where time runs backwards.
CD-7C – STRANGE 1955: “The Flying
Dutchman” – Two brothers (Lawson Zerbe and
Leon Janney) debate the existence of the “ghost
ship” which sails the seas as a harbinger of death.

Walter Gibson.
creator of The Shadow
and host of Strange
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night of horror.” Inner Sanctum’s venomous host was originally voiced by
Lights Out-veteran Raymond Edward Johnson. Though his first love was
the stage, Johnson gratefully acknowledged the durability of his radio work
in later years. “Like a lot of actors, I had my nose in the air about radio,”
he recalled. “It’s funny how things work out, because I know now that I
wouldn’t be remembered at all had it not been for Inner Sanctum.” Radio
veterans House Jameson and Berry Kroeger filled in as host during
Johnson’s World War II military service, and Broadway’s Paul McGrath
took over as Inner Sanctum’s permanent host in 1945. Developed by Grand
Central Station-creator Himan Brown, Inner Sanctum premiered January 7,
1941 over the Blue Network, and also aired over CBS and ABC before
ending its long run on October 5, 1952. The series occasionally showcased
top Hollywood horror stars including Boris Karloff and Peter Lorre, but
primarily relied upon a repertory of radio character actors including Santos
Ortega, Jackson Beck, Arnold Moss, future movie-star Richard Widmark
and Mercedes McCambridge (who later voiced the demon in The Exorcist).
Inner Sanctum’s success led to imitators, including Dark Fantasy (a fine
series that originated at Oklahoma City’s WKY and moved onto the NBC
airwaves on January 2, 1942) and The Hall of Fantasy, a Chicago-based
series produced by Richard Thorne that moved to MBS on August 22, 1952.
Dark Fantasy featured inspired stories by Scott Bishop (who also provided
a few scripts for The Mysterious Traveler and Sealed Book), ably enacted
by an Oklahoma repertory company that included host Keith Painton and
Ben Morris (who later succeeded Jack Webb in Pat Novak for Hire).

This is Your Host …
In 1930, radio listeners thrilled to the
venomous narratives of The Shadow, net-
work radio’s first sinister mystery host.
Though the mysterious host of Street &
Smith’s Detective Story Program was later
revamped as an invisible supersleuth, his
sibilant narration was echoed by dozens
of mystery and horror hosts, including The
Witch’s Tale’s Old Nancy, Suspense’s Man
in Black, The Mysterious Traveler, The
Whistler and the Hermit, the cackling
host of The Hermit’s Cave. The latter series
debuted May 21, 1935 over Detroit’s
WJR, and later added a West Coast version
over sister station KMPC. The Hermit
was voiced by John Kent, Toby Grimmer,
Charles Penman and Klock Ryder in the
Detroit production, and by Mel Johnson
and John Dehner in the West Coast series.
Radio’s most famous horror host was
Raymond, the macabre star of Inner
Sanctum who each week invited listeners
“through the squeaking door to another

CD-4A – HALL OF FANTASY 3/11/50: “He
Who Follows Me” – An avenging ghost takes
revenge on all who trespass into a cursed tomb.
CD-4B – HALL OF FANTASY 9/21/53: “The
Shadow People” –A family is plagued by shadowy
supernatural intruders lurking in the darkness.
CD-4C – HALL OF FANTASY 4/3/47: “The
Judge’s House” by Bram Stoker” – A man is
plagued by a giant rat after renting the home of a
hanging judge, in a tale by the author of Dracula.
CD-5A– INNER SANCTUM 3/7/43: “The Black
Seagull” – Raymond Edward Johnson relates the
tale of a dying woman who promises her husband
(Peter Lorre) that she’ll return from the grave.
CD-5B – INNER SANCTUM 5/28/51: “The
Unforgiving Corpse” – A railroad stationmaster.
is haunted by memories of the past. Paul McGrath
stars with Luis Van Rooten and Mason Adams.

CD-3A – STRANGE 1955: “Great Eastern” –
Walter Gibson, the creator of The Shadow, relates
a tale of ghostly sabotage aboard a great sailing
ship. Ian Martin and Robert Dryden star, supported
by former Lone Ranger- and Green Hornet-
announcer Charles Woods.
CD-3B – THE WEIRD CIRCLE 2/20/44:
“Frankenstein” by Mary Shelley – A scientist’s
life and family are cursed after he challenges God
by creating artificial life in his laboratory. Weird
Circle was syndicated by Ziv Productions, and
regularly adapted literary classics of yesteryear,
including tales by Edgar Allan Poe, Robert Louis
Stevenson, Emily Bronté and Charles Dickens.
CD-3C – THE WEIRD CIRCLE 5/28/44:
“The Middle Toe of the Right Foot” by
Ambrose Bierce – A haunted house is the setting
for a duel of knives, courtesy of its resident ghost.

Robert Dryden

Peter Lorre
Raymond Edward Johnson
opens Inner Sanctum’s
famous creaking door.
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The Spawn of Wyllis Cooper
Radio horror came into its own with the arrival of.
Lights Out, which debuted New Year’s Day, 1934
in a late-night 15-minute format over Chicago’s
WNER. Broadcasting’s premier horror series
moved onto the NBC network on April 17, 1935
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decade. The legendary series was created by
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at NBC’s Chicago studios.
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in radio. “I didn’t write about little men arriving from another planet,
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left us, the boss we hated, the opportunity that we all missed, all the terrors,
the monsters within each of us.”
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Ernest Chappell

Terror from the Pulpit
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radio work was long overshadowed by his Lights Out successor,Arch Oboler.
However, as more episodes of Quiet Please have been unearthed, Cooper’s
reputation has steadily risen and he is now recognized as one of radio’s
finest dramatists. “Wyllis Cooper was one of the most imaginative, creative
writers that radio ever had,” insisted actor Lon Clark. “His work ranks
among the very best shows I ever worked on during my years in radio.”
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True but STRANGE … Tales of Ghosts,
of Spirits, Werewolves and Voodoo …

Radio drama was fading away in 1955 whenABC launched Strange, a short-
lived thriller that aired from May 30 through October 28. While other radio
mystery series featured sinister hosts echoing The Shadow’s early narrations,
Strange went one better and was actually hosted by the creator of The
Shadow: Walter Gibson, “famous author, lecturer and expert on strange and
weird events.” After pounding out 283 novels for The Shadow Magazine,
Gibson had returned to non-fiction, writing numerous books and articles
on true crime, psychic phenomenon and the occult. Strange “had to do
with supposed psychic occurrences,” Gibson explained to interviewer Will
Murray in 1977. “It was wonderful; I would send in an outline, play up the
stories, send it in and let the script department break it down because I had
to be in as the narrator, no less.” Gibson later adapted many of the Strange
radio scripts as short stories in his hardcover books The Twilight Zone
(1963) and The Twilight Zone Revisited (1964).
Listen now to 22 classic tales of radio horror. I suggest you listen with
the lights turned low, or better yet with … Lights Out!

CD-8A – STRANGE 1955: “The Ghost Train”
– Hal Holbrook (in a rare radio performance) and
Mary Patten enact a Connecticut urban legend of
a beautiful girl and a ghostly locomotive that
haunt the Christmas season. Holbrook made his
broadcasting debut on ABC’s Army Engineer Show
in 1946, and performed on the daytime serial The
Brighter Day before achieving his greatest fame
playing the title role in Mark Twain Tonight.

CD 8B – THE HERMIT’S CAVE 1930s:
“Buried Alive” – A nurse begins working for
a strange family which refuses to inform one of
its members of the recent death of his wife, in
a performance by “The Mummers,” Detroit’s
“Little Theatre of the Air” acting troupe.
CD 8C – THE HERMIT’S CAVE 1930s: “It
Happened on Sunday” - A wealthy artist is visited
each year by the spirit of his deceased wife.

Hal Holbrock
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Horror in the Air
The Golden Age of Radio was also a golden age of horror, as brilliant
creators like Wyllis Cooper, Arch Oboler and Himan Brown utilized the
magic of radio’s legendary “Theatre of the Mind” in ways never before
imagined. Programs like Lights Out, Inner Sanctum and The Hermit’s Cave
were audience favorites, spawning a host of imitators including Murder at
Midnight, Dark Fantasy, The Weird Circle, Hall of Fantasy, Strange and
the critically-acclaimed Quiet Please. The sounds of Horror in the Air
terrified radio listeners for decades, voiced by such legendary actors as
Boris Karloff, Peter Lorre, Raymond Edward Johnson and Hal Holbrook
“Horror on the air can be more chilling than horror placed in any other
medium because the air is the natural element of horror,” Boris Karloff
explained in a 1936 interview. “All sheerest horror is in sound … and so
the radio, the invisible ether, is undoubtedly the best medium for giving
real horror thrills. For when we can see a thing, no matter how misshapen
and hideous the thing may be, we know the worst of it … But the unseen,
the ghastly scream out of nowhere, the cry in the dark … if we do not
know, through our eyes, what bodies these sounds wear, we are helpless
and being helpless, a thousand times more terrified.”

Boris Karloff
performs alongside
Inner Sanctum
host Raymond

Edward Johnson.
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Who’s Who in HORROR IN THE AIR
ERNEST CHAPPELL (Quiet Please) began his broadcasting career at
Syracuse’s WFBI. His deep tones introduced Orson Welles’ Campbell
Playhouse broadcasts and Edward R. Murrow’s wartime newscasts, and
Chappell also served as Pall Mall’s commercial spokesman for 17 years.
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Son of Frankenstein, several Mr. Moto movies and the final season of
Orson Welles’ Campbell Playhouse. Cooper returned to radio in 1947 to
create the critially-acclaimed Quiet Please.
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newspaper features, more than 500 magazine stories and articles, hundreds
of radio and comic scripts, and dozens of books on the occult and psychic
phenomena. A ghost-writer and publicist for such famous magicians as
Houdini, Blackstone and Thurston, Gibson made his radio debut over
Philadelphia’s WIP in 1923, and later plotted many popular radio series
including Nick Carter–Master Detective, Chick Carter, The Adventures of
Frank Merriwell, The Avenger and Blackstone, Magic Detective.
RAYMOND EDWARD JOHNSON (Inner Sanctum) began his career in
Chicago radio where he voiced a variety of character roles on Lights Out.
After moving to New York, he was heard in dozens of series including
Crime Club and Arch Oboler’s Plays. Though he voiced the title roles
on Mandrake the Magician and briefly Mr. District Attorney, he is best
remembered as the sinister Raymond, the original host of Inner Sanctum.
BORIS KARLOFF (Inner Sanctum) became the brand name in cinematic
horror with his star-making performance as the monster in James Whale’s
classic 1931 film Frankenstein. One of Hollywood’s most beloved actors,
Karloff went on to star onscreen as The Mummy and Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde (opposite Abbott & Costello), and also maintained a busy second
career on Broadway (where he starred in Arsenic and Old Lace and as Captain
Hook in Peter Pan) and television (as host of Thriller). Karloff was a frequent
guest star on Lights Out and Inner Sanctum, and also hosted his own radio
series Boris Karloff’s Treasure Chest and Radio Reader’s Digest.
PETER LORRE (Inner Sanctum) hosted ABC’s Mystery in the Air,
Mutual’s Nightmare Theatre andArmed Forces Radio’s Mystery Playhouse.
One of Hollywood’s foremost character actors, Lorre co-starred in such
cinema classics as The Maltese Falcon, Casablanca and Three Strangers.
PAUL McGRATH (Inner Sanctum) performed in more than 30 Broadway
plays, co-starring with Helen Hayes, Gertrude Lawrence, George M. Cohan,
John Garfield, Ginger Rogers and Ruth Gordon. He also voiced the title
role on radio’s Crime Doctor, and later reprised his most-famous radio role
in the 1950’s Inner Sanctum television series. AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY BY ANTHONY TOLLIN
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